
Suggest cleaning the product surface with clean 
water or soft detergent, then dry with soft towel.
In order to maintain a bright appearance. Please 
do not use the detergent mixed vinegar or 
containing hydro-chloric acid.

Avoid being scratched by hard objects on its 
surface. Please do not use coarse cloth to wipe.

Please do not contact the organic l iquor and 
caustic chemicals as well as air surroundings 
containing above materials in order not not 
damage the plating layer and surface f inish.

To prevent from being scratched and corroded, 
this product is suggested being installed after

Users should be responsible for the quality 
damage if it is caused by the action not according
to the above instructions.

after the fitment work is fully complete.

Ø8.0mm

Ø6.0mm

Tools required:

1 2 3

4 5

Insert the rawl plugs into 
the drilled holes.

Insert the Soap Basket body into the base.
Fix it with the allen key supplied.

C

Soap Basket              
Soap Dish                  
Tumbler Holder          
Towel Ring                 
Double Robe Hook 
WC Brush Holder     

 Fitting Instructions 
 
Please read instructions carefully before fitting the seat, and refer to Care Instructions 
for maintenance. 
 

 
 

 
 Prior to fixing the seat to the pan, ensure that the hinges are adjusted correctly and the 
Fixing Screws are firmly tightened.

 
 Place the Seat Washers onto the Hinge Plate, and insert the Joining Bolts through 
the toilet-pan fixing holes.

 
 Secure the Joining Nuts to the Joining Bolts, ensuring a secure final fit to the 
underside of the toilet-pan. Joining Nuts must be tight otherwise the seat will move 
around, but do not over tighten as this may damage the toilet-pan; after a few days use 
further tighten nuts to allow for the compression of Seat Washers that would have 
occurred. 

 
Care Instructions

 
 

The toilet seat has been coated with a superior durable varnish, and should be treated
  with care.

 
 

 

 

 
 

Soap Basket
A13 CHR

A13 CHR
A1 CHR
A2 CHR
A3 CHR
A4 CHR
A8 CHR

1 - 1

Using a 6mm drill bit, drill 
holes on the marked 
positions. 

The product is 100% brass chrome plated 
with polished Stainless Steel Screws.

Suggest cleaning the product surface with 
cleanwater or soft detergent, and then dry 
with soft towel.

Please do not use any detergent containing
hydrochloric acid or caustic chemicals.

Avoid scratching the surface with hard objects, 
and do not use a coarse cloth to wipe.

The product should be installed by a professional,
following the recommended installation 
instructions.

Screw in the stainless steel screws to 
secure the base to the wall.
Please ensure that the screw heads 
are parallel to the floor.

Determine the final 
installation position, 
mark the fixing hole 
positions in pencil. 


